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In late November, I spent a few days in the capital cit,y of Leopold
ville, on my fourth visit to the Congo . I had bea~ to that troubled country 
before, in 195L, 1957, and earlier this year, in February. Many things seemed 
unchanged: the ferry from Brazzaville plyed its vtay across the Congo River as 
before, going on schedule every half-hour; after getting off the fer~ on the 
Leopoldville side of the river there \oras very little red tape with both customs 
and immigration (in fact, the immigration fonns were the same as those Hhich 
had been used during the Belgian regime); the paved streets of Leopoldville 
were filled t-Ti. th bicycle and automobile traffic; one sa'I-T relatively high office 
and apartment buildings dotting the skyline in every direction; the factory 
whistles calling l·rorkers to the job still sounded off at 6:30, 6:L5, and 7:00 
o'clock in the morning, and the Hausa traders t-tere still selling their \-lares 
of ebony and i vary in the public square in the center of the city. 

But some things had changed. It had been impossible to get a ·visa 
for Leopoldville in NeH York City. So, as I got off the ferry in Leopoldville, 
my passport l-Ias simply stamped by a Congolese immigration official. 

Police control lvas not very tight in the city: After immigration 
and customs, I picked up my bag to hire a taxi. I Has besieged by several taxi 
drivers, each of whom '1-lan ted me to travel in his car . This 'l-Ias not unusual. 
But it was unusual for first one and then another of the taxi drivers to grab 
my bag, each in turn putting it in his car, only to have it taken out again by 
a competitor. I thought my bag would be torn to pieces. l·lhen the bag had 
finally been deposited in one of the taxis, another driver started to engage 
in fisticuffs with the successful driver, but then, apparently thinking better 
of this, he drove his taxi across the road, making it impossible for the taxi 
in which my bag was placed to move around him . Never during all this frantic 
activity did the policeman standing close by intervene. I finally found my 
own solution to what might have been a difficult si tuat.ion. 'laking my bag in 
hand, I walked for a block, till one of the taxis at last caught up with me 
and took me to my destination . 

It is different too, of course, to see the streets of Leopoldville 
populated with Malayan, Tunisian and Moroccru1 troops . Jeeploads of Congolese 
troops under the command of Col. Mobutu speed along the roads at frequent in
tervals during the day. In November, 1960, it is not unusual to be stopped by 
Congolese troops at the point of a gun, as I was on the first evening I l-Tas in 
Leopoldville, while I '.-Tas on my way to an embassy reception. The process of 
searching the car and asking for appropriate papers did not take too long. 
But on occasion those stopped are personally searched, and frequently held for 
half an hour or more. 

There had been nothing in my previous visits to Leopoldville to pre
pare me for the all- night battle be~Teen the U.N. troops (Tunisians) protecting 
Hr. Nathaniel \·Jelbeck, the Ghanaian Charge d 1 Affaires in the Congo, and the 
Congolese troops, '\lrho ,.,ere bent on ousting 'Jelbeck from their country. I was 
l·r.i thin easy earshot of the machine gun fire and the crack of the automatic 
rifles as these troops shot at, wounded, and killed one another on Monday 
evening, November 21. 
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Fortunately, I did not assul'rte, l·Ihen I revisited the Congo, that 
proximity to a confusing situation vJould make it any less confusing. During 
the several days I vras in Leopoldville, I talked with ambassadors and other 
representatives of such countries as TUnisia, Ghana, the United States, and 
India, and with top United Nations officials , in both the military and the 
civilian operations, with proponents and oponents of Lumumba and Kasavubu, wi. th 
Congolese church leaders, with newspaper men from Britain, the United States, 
India, and other parts of the world, and 'nth Congolese politicians--both Hi.th 
those neutral and those who are keen partisans of one or the other of the 
leaders vying for power. One thing emerged clearly from all of these discus
sions: There is no pat answer to the Congo problem. Everyone agrees that the 
crisis is perplexing and tragic, There Has also agreement thaii a new situation 
now exists, and that the problem cannot be solved by such simple proposals as 
the reconstituting of a central government with Lumumba and Kasavubu in key 
positions, or that the United Nations simply take over, or that parliament re
convene to settle all the difficulties inherent in the situation. 

Perhaps it is neither necessary nor helpful at this moment to point 
out that the present Congo crisis need not have existed had Belgian colonial 
policy been different. I say this , nevertheless, because I feel it so strongly. 
I remember that the first time I was in the Congo, in 19S4, I asked a numb~r of 
Belgian officials hov1 they Here reacting to the beginnings of the expression of 
African nationalism in other parts of the continent. 1he reply was that there 
was no demand for change among the Congolese people, but that perhaps in twenty
five or more years there would be some steps made towards self-government. On 
my second visit, in 1957, the Belgians had a blueprint plan for iniiroducing 
elections in to the Congo by permitting the Afri. cans, as Hell as the mropeans J_ 

in the six metropolitan areas of the Congo to elect members of city councils. 
Gradually, I was told, the Belgian government would extend the electnral process 
beyond the municipal areas to the provinces , and finally, at an undetermined 
date, to the terri tory as a l-1hole. It was obvious that this plan did not take 
into account the dynamics of nationalism. the question that one had to ask 
oneself Has : lll·Jhen Hill the process of nationalism catch up with the Belgians?11 
It began to catch up \-ti. th them in January, 19.59, rlith the riots in Leopoldville, 
for which the Belgians were completely unprepared. And then, "~thout having 
laid any groundHork for independence by training Congolese for leadership, the 
Belgians tried to effect a hasty retreat, undoubtedly with the thought in mind 
that their economic and poll tical influence would be felt in the Congo for years 
to come. 

But all of this is past history no\·1, and being reminded of it does 
not lead to a solution of the present difficulty. 

A basic problem in the Congo is, of course, that a power vacuum 
exists . 1here are several contending forces vying for contr0l of the situation 
or threatening to fill the vacuum. The problem is compounded by the fact that 
even these contending forces are divided vri. thin themselves. Essentially there 
are four forces competing for pm•Ier or influence in the Congo; 

First : 'The Congolese themselves. PovTer is segmented among the various 
Congo leaders . Kasavubu has his stronghold in the Leopoldville area, but his 
ABAKO Party does not hold sway even in the majority sections of leopoldville 
province. Kamitatu, the head of the PSA, is the head of the Leopoldville prov
ince, and is in alliance v1i th Lumumba, in opposition to Kasavubu. Lumumba has 
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his stronghold in Stanleyville,* His influence in other parts of the Congo, 
at the moment, seems to depend on his alliances with local leaders. For in
stance, his strength in northern Katanga depends upon his alliance l'r.i. th Jason 
Sendwe, the leader of the Balabakat Party, Hhich is in opposition to Tshombe. 
Tshombe, in turn, has his influence in the Elizabethville area of the Katanga 
province, the wealthiest part of the Congo. But Tshombe has no real personal 
strength in any other part of the Congo, except by the alliances he can make 
l·li th Kasavubu in Leopoldville, or Kalonji in Kasai, lvho are drawn together 
only in their opposition to Lumumba. No one of these leaders, or any of the 
others that might be mentioned in the Congo, has enough of a mass following in 
parts of the Congo other than his O"'m stronghold to create a unified movement 
that could Sl-Teep the country. Nor does any one leader control enough of U1e 
army to enforce unified control of the Hhole country. If at one time Lumumba 
may have had the potential of a movement ..rith a broad following in all parts of 
the country and the allegiance of strong sections of the army, that time has 
passed with the flow of events. 

The second competing force: The African states. A potential stabil
~Zlng factor in the Congo situation might have been the influence of the variovs 
African independent states. However, these states are nov: not united in their 
approach to the Congo situation. Shortly after Congo independence, when the 
crisis first broke out, the African representatives in Leopoldville used to 
have daily meetings, at which they talked over problems and discussed solutions 
to the immediate issues facing them. It has now been a good many vreeks since 
such meetings have been held, because there is no longer agreement, and because 
the meetings became divisive. Ghana and Guinea, as well as the United Arab 
Republic, and, to a lesser extent, 11orocco, have strongly backed Lumumba at the 
U. N. On the other hand, the ne\oJly independent countries of the French com-
munity in Africa tended to back the Kasavubu regime. The Youlou government, 
Ni th headquarters just across the Congo River in Brazzaville, has given 
Kasavubu active support. 'funisia has follm·Ied a somm-1hat independent position, 
critical of both Lumumba and Kasavubu, and also highly critical of some of the 
manueverings of other J.J'rican countries. Ghana and Guinea, vr.i. thout a firmly 
united position between themselves, seem to have been vying f~r a position of 
influence upon Lumumba. At this moment, the African states are not serVing as 
a stabilizing influence within the Congo. 

Third: 'Ihe United Nations. Undoubtedly the presence of the United 
Nations has kept the Congo situation from breaking out ~1 complete anarchy or 
permitting the cold l-Iar to take over. But the United Nations itself hardly has 
the pm..ser to fill the existing vacuum. After all, the United Nations does not 
represent a single united force. Its component parts are themselves divided, 
into, for instance, the African independent states, the colonial poHers, the 
anti-colonial powers, the United States, the Soviet Union. The United Nations 
cannct act "rith ovenmelming force to bring order out of chaos. lihen, in an 
earlier period, the United Nations took action to close the airfields and radio 
stations while Lumumba '1-Tas in power, Lumumba threatened to have the United 
Nations expelled. Subsequently, Hhen the United Nations protected Lumumba frnm 
the Hobutu troops, and then defended the Ghanaian Charge d'Affaires, the 
Mobutu-Kasavubu regime threatened to have the United Nations expelled. !he 
United Nations power in the Congo is greatly limited by the very nature of that 

-l:·'Jhis '1-Tas written just at the time of Lwnumba 1s escape and subsequent recapture 
by f1obutu. Lumumba's future is noH in the balance, but his stronghold in 
Stanleyville 1rri.ll remain a potential separatist unit. 
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divided body, Hhich is an uneasy alliance of independent, conflicting political 
entities , 

Although the civilian operations aspect of the U. N. presence in the 
Congo has made a significan~ contri~ution, it too has been severely limited. 
It has helped to open up communications, transportation, health services, and 
to supply food. Yet, more than four months after the beginning of the crisis, 
there are only 170 u. N. civilian technicians in the Congo. Virtually nn 
teachers have been brought in (several hundred are needed), and feH doctors. 
The process has been slo\'T because the D. N. must be certain that qualified 
personnel, coming from many countries, to be truly representative of the 
multi- national United tTations, are chosen, Furthermore, each potential ap
pointee must be approved by the Congolese government. It sometimes takes 
weeks on end for this approval to be given. The U. N. is making a valia~t 
effort, but it does not by i tst:llf fill the poHer vacuum. 

Fourth: 'The United States and the Soviet Union. Standing in the 
background of all the confusion in the Congo are the opposing povTers of the 
United States and the Soviet Union . The United States is committed to her 
policy of not permitting the Soviet Union to take over active control in the 
heart of Africa. 'Ihe SoViet Union seems to stand prepared to move in if op
portunity is afforded her . United States policy can be interpreted almost 
completely in the light of her strong anti-communist position . 'lhus the 
temptation is upon the United States to back any regime that will commit itseJf 
to an anti- cc-mmunist policy. 'Ihe Soviet Union stands prepared to give unilat
eral assistance (quite separate from the U.N. ) to any regime that will be 
friendly to its advances. Proof of this was given Hhen Lumumba controlled the 
central government. 

I should like to make it quite clear that I do not believe that any 
of the leaders of the Congo are committed definitely to one side or the other 
in the cold war. Ideology, on the whole, is not a factor determining positions 
and alignments. Essentially, Congo leaders make alliances with one another 
to protect their own positions or to advance their own causes, and they vdll 
accept support from the outside for essentially the same reason. Thus, 
Lumumba took support from the Soviet Union when he needed it to bolster his 
c-;,m position, since he was not offered this help from the l·lest. I believe that 
Tsh~mbe, by the same token, may not essentially be a stooge of the Belgians, 
but is accepting the unilateral aid given him by the Belgians in order t .. 
bolster his m-m position and strength. Imnumba and Tshombe probably both 
feel that at the right moment they can gain control over the outside influences 
that have come to their aid. 

With the existence of the pmver vacuum, one cannot affor~ to be too 
optimistic about a simple or a satisfactory resolution to the problem in the 
Congo . As a result of my observations and discussion with others while I was 
there, I could see the possibility of several things happening. For one 
thing, to advance a most pessimistic point of view first, there is a real pos
sibility of a complete Balkanization taking place, \·nth various regimes in 
different parts of the Congo being backed by one of the two major adversaries 
in the cold vrar . As this \'Tas being written, Lumumba 's escape from house ar
rest in Leopoldville and his subsequent recapture, probably ~nile on his ~ay 
back to Stanleyville, has been announced . \~hile I was in Leopoldville, it 
was predicted that if the Kasavubu delegation were seated at the United Nations, 
Lumumba 1 s escape would be inevitable and immediate . This development might 
very well have meant that Lumumba l-rould establish his own secessionist area 
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in Stanleyville, backed by his own private army, and rece1V1ng technical 
assistance, funds, and mill tary supplies from the Soviet Union. His followers 
can do this now. 'IShombe has already established a secessionist regime backed 
by the Belgians, in Elizabethville. Kasavubu might very Nell declare his sec
tion of Leopoldville province independent from the Congo and receive his back
ing from various '-Jestern pmvers, including the United States . Further frag
mentation of the Congo would be possible along these same lines . For such a 
process to take place would mean not only the breaking up of a paten ti.ally 
wealthy and influential country, but the active introduction of the cold war 
into the center of the African continent. Nevertheless, there are many indi
cations that exactly this could happen. 

Another possibili~ that is discussed in Leopoldville is that at 
least a limited dictatorship miv.ht be established in the Congo that would 
bring some type of unity. Probably such a dictatorship could only be success
ful if, again, it ~·rere backed by outside forces . It v1as possible that in the 
earlier days of the Congo crisis Lumumba might have been able to establish a 
limited dictatorship . However, it must be said that in the itrnlediate future 
the possibility of the establishment of an effective dictatorship cannot be 
taken too seriously, because of the nature of the power vacuum, and because of 
the real threat of the fragmentation of the Congo into even more than the 
existing six provincial subdivisions . 

A third p~ssibility is that, at least for a limited period of time, 
a much more effective United ~rations control over both the mill tarJ and the 
civilian life of the Congo may be necessary and found acceptable. If this 
occurred, it would mea~ that the Congolese armed forces would be clearly sub
ordinate to the U. N. forces. It might mean that for a limited period, U. N. 
personnel would virtually run the government. 

It is not too likely that this will take place in any complete sense . 
It is unlikely that both the Soviet Union and the United States would agree to 
such a development . It could probably be brought about if the African states, 
in a nel-l effort towards unity, insisted upon it, both to stop the fragmentation 
in the Congo from proceeding any further, and to keep the cold war effectively 
out. 

A final proposal for at least a procedural method of bringing some 
solution to the problem of the Congo was discussed by almost everybody with 
whom I talked . That was, to call for a round- table discussion with all the 
leaders in the Congo participating. The hope was expressed that a round- table 
discussion would frankly acknowledge that a ne-vs situation prevailed in the 
Congo and that it was useless to talk further about recons ti. tu ting Hhat \.,ras 
once the central government, or about reconverdng parliament . It would rec
ognize, rather, that a federal type of government must come into being. A 
federal government would have to give significant power to a central government, 
but Hould not leave the provincial leaders \oTithout aey scope for operation 
vlithin their own areas. However, it was seriously doubed that Kalonji, Tshombe, 
and Lumumba, for example, would agree to sit down \·ri th one another to discuss 
these questions . 'lhe fear, and the feeling of insecurity i·lhich they have 
to-v1ards one another, is indeed deep-rooted. Neverthless, it vras felt that un
less some such round- table could take place to dispel some of the fears and 
the doubts , there was no likliihood of anything except increased chaos in the 
Congo . 

* * * * * 
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By the time these vrords appe~r in print, there may have been so many 
ne1-1 developments in the rapidly changing situation in the Congothat it vdll be 
obvious what the future holds . Events may have already proven the impossibil
ity of any immediate achievement of a new federal constitution that would allow 
for a sufficiently strong central government . The further introductirm of the 
cold VTar and increased Balkanization of the country may have already occurred. 
On the other. hand, it is possible that the i·Iay may have been paved for a round
table discussion and some kind of agreement among the leaders. I must express 
my m·m personal hope that the events may lead in this direction . 

Regardless of the mistakes vlhich the United Nations may have made in 
dealing v1i th scme of the difficult occurrences in the Congo in the last several 
months, it is clear to anyone who hopes to see a unified Ccngo established and 
the cold vTar kept out of Africa that the U. N. presence must be strengthened. 
Only the United Nations can neutralize a country in ivhich there is a po\'rer 
vacuum from the cold war. Only the United Nations can axert enoubh influence 
to bring the contending Congolese forces together. It v'ould be a tragic mis
take for any country, regardless of its rights, to bypass the United Nations 
in giving any kind of assistance to the Congo . !his goes for Belgium as 
well as for the Soviet Unicn or the United States. 
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